1. The detour plan applies to a 28-day weekend period (9 p.m. Friday to 5 a.m. Monday) where the Route 145 bridge is temporarily closed to traffic. The detour plan goes into effect for two weekends during construction of the temporary bridge and for additional two weekends during the construction of the permanent bridge.
   - Weekend 1: Closure of the existing bridge.
   - Weekend 2: Launch of the bridge truss into final location and complete roadway approach.

2. A portable changeable message sign shall be placed along Route 1A to Rte 145 as shown on the plan. The portable changeable message sign shall have the following messages and spacing:
   - [ROUTE OUT] C 85} spacing; [1/2 MILE AHEAD] C 85} spacing; [ROUTE 1A SOUTH ACCESS] C 85} spacing; [AND LOCAL TRAFFIC ONLY] C 85} spacing;

3. During construction stages 1B and 2B, all detour signs shall be covered or removed.